National Gardening Exercise Day

Every year on June 6th is National Gardening Exercise Day. This is a day when we are all encouraged to maximize the benefits from gardening by adding some stretches and a few extra steps or squats. To celebrate this, and in collaboration with Del Norte County Public Health, we will be giving away 50 free gardening exercise themed gift bags during the week of June 1st. To reserve your gardening exercise gift bag, simply give us a call at 707-464-9793. (Gift bags available while supplies last.)

Check out our Logo!

We thank Norman Grochowski for the beautiful logo he created for our Library.

A little about Mr. Grochowski...

I moved from Los Angeles to Crescent City 18 years ago. A few years after I got here I was commissioned by the LA County Arts Council to do a monumental sculpture in front of the Topanga Library. I made the work here in Crescent City and was able to employ several local artists in helping me create the massive work. It ended up being about 30 feet overall height. I've met several wonderful visual artists here in town as well as fabulous musicians and dancers too. I even met some at the local library. I feel fortunate that I now live here. The physical building of a Library and physical books are especially important in the age of computers. We tend to dismiss this fact because of our digital electronics and online access to information.

One of my favorite quotes on libraries comes from the famous poet T.S. Eliot who said; “The very existence of libraries affords the best evidence that we may yet have hope for the future of man.”
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